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Abstract

Generative models have recently shown the ability to

realistically generate data and model the distribution ac-

curately. However, joint modeling of an image with the

attribute that it is labeled with requires learning a cross

modal correspondence between image and attribute data.

Though the information present in a set of images and its at-

tributes possesses completely different statistical properties

altogether, there exists an inherent correspondence that is

challenging to capture. Various models have aimed at cap-

turing this correspondence either through joint modeling of

a variational autoencoder or through separate encoder net-

works that are then concatenated. We present an alternative

by proposing a bridged variational autoencoder that allows

for learning cross-modal correspondence by incorporating

cross-modal hallucination losses in the latent space. In

comparison to the existing methods, we have found that by

using a bridge connection in latent space we not only obtain

better generation results, but also obtain highly parameter-

efficient model which provide 40% reduction in training pa-

rameters for bimodal dataset and nearly 70% reduction for

trimodal dataset. We validate the proposed method through

comparison with state of the art methods and benchmarking

on standard datasets.

1. Introduction

The ability to generate images from concepts is a chal-

lenging problem. In this problem, we are required to gen-

erate images just based on their attribute description. In

recent years, generative models have been successful in un-

supervised learning of data distributions [9, 3, 12, 2]. This

is an appealing approach as the ability to generate samples

implies that the distribution is learned and can be adapted

for other machine learning applications. The other reason is

that as the learning is unsupervised, this gives us the oppor-

tunity to make use of abundantly available data from vari-

ous different sources. However, cross-modal generation has

been more challenging. This is because, learning this would

require learning correspondence between multiple modali-

ties.

Recently, multimodal approaches have shown promis-

ing results for various different tasks like cross-modal re-

trieval [11, 18], localization [16], object identification [15]

etc. Having multiple modalities during training can be seen

as providing an extra source of information to the model,

thus models trained using multiple modalities learn better

latent representations than what is possible from using sin-

gle modality only. Another very powerful technique has

been using conditional generative adversarial networks for

cross-modal representations [6, 26]. However, these rely on

image to image level correspondence and further they do

not provide a probabilistic ability to generate accurate like-

lihoods for generation.

In context of generative frameworks, various architec-

tures have also been proposed that first extract high level

feature representation of individual modality and then later

combine them to form a joint representation (as shown in

Fig.2(a)), the network is then trained end-to-end to produce

minimum reconstruction loss for each individual modality.

But, during testing phase, normally, the task is to do cross-

modal generation therefore the model should be suited to

handle situations when some input modalities are missing,

but it should still be able to generate all modalities at output

accurately. To solve this problem, previously proposed ap-

proaches make use of data augmentation [11, 13], or trains

additional encoder networks retrofitted to a main joint en-

coder network [21, 19] (Fig.2(b)). We found that by using

only the decoder layers of joint network and retrofitting new

encoders layers results in suboptimal performance since we

are inheriting only half of the information that the joint

model, which had access to all the modalities, has learnt

about the data.

Our model and Wu et al. [23] try to solve the same prob-

lem which retrofit models have, that is explosion in number

of training parameters needed as we increase the number of

modalities in the dataset. The difference is that while they

proposed a different training objective which is product-of-

expert of all modalities, we, on the other hand, have pro-

posed a different model architecture to solve the same prob-

lem. But, in [23], as the author have mentioned in their
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Figure 1. A Multimodal Generative Model should be able to generate distinctive samples of a particular modality for a given value of other

modality. For example, above figure shows the variations in generated samples (along columns) for different attributes vectors (along rows)

input to the network, obtained using proposed model. Best viewed in color.

model training the PoE inference model, does not train the

individual inference networks well. Therefore, they have to

resort to sub-sampling approach which results in loss func-

tion which is sum of numerous ELBO terms. To keep a

balance between these individual elbo terms, they need dif-

ferent weighing hyper-parameters for each term, otherwise

the overall loss will easily get biased towards the modal-

ity with the highest dimension. The number of hyper-

parameters needed, in this case, will therefore combina-

torially increases with number of modalities. Therefore,

there approach achieves higher parameter-efficiency but at

the cost of increase in amount of computations needed.

Our proposed model, on the other hand, provides almost

same amount of parameter-efficiency without any increase

in amount of computations.

In this paper, we propose a novel multimodal Varia-

tional Autoencoders based architecture which retains both

encoder and decoder networks of the joint model (Fig.2(d)),

and does not need to train additional encoder networks, thus

inheriting all the information that the joint model has learnt

about the dataset. Though the proposed algorithm is evalu-

ated on labeled datasets, where one of the modality is low-

dimensional discrete attribute vector and other modality is

a high-dimensional image vector. It is straightforward to

extend the model to scenarios where both the modalities

are high dimensional. Further, the evaluation is done on

bimodal and trimodal datasets, however, the architecture al-

lows for extension to more than three modalities.

In summary our contributions are as follows:

• Parameter-efficiency and Computational-efficiency: In

comparison to the state-of-the-art models [23], our

model provides almost 40% reduction in number of

training parameters required, which for our trimodal

dataset increases to nearly 70%, without any increase

in amount of computations.

• Better transfer Learning: Another advantage that the

proposed model provides is in terms of transfer learn-

ing where we don’t have to train new set of encoder

networks separately, but rather inherit all the learnt

features of the joint encoder itself, which is, intuitively,

important since joint encoder was trained using all the

modalities.

2. Related Work

We start with making a brief introduction of Variational

Autoencoders and later see some of the recent approaches

towards multimodal learning using them.

Variational Autoencoders: Variational Autoen-

coders [9, 17] are probabilistic latent variable models that

explicitly try to maximize the marginal likelihood (called

evidence) of each datapoint x in the training set under the

entire generative process. The log marginal likelihood of

any datapoint x is expressed as,

logpθ(x) = D(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z|x))+

Eqφ(z|x)[logpθ(x|z)]−D(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

L(θ,φ;x)

(1)

where L(θ, φ; x) is the evidence lower bound, and D refers

to Kullback Leibler divergence. Since, the first term on right

hand side is intractable, but positive, therefore L(θ, φ; x) is
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optimized to get closer to the evidence. The qφ(z|x) and

pθ(x|z) are the inference (or encoder/recognition) and gen-

erative (or decoder) models respectively, and pθ(z) is the

prior over latent space. The entire network can be trained

end-to-end using stochastic gradient descent, by applying

reparameterization in the stochastic layers of the network.

Now, let us consider a bimodal dataset D = {(x1, y1),

(x2, y2), ..., (xN , yN ))} consisting of N data points, where

each datum consists of two variables x and y corresponding

to each modality. The objective of below multimodal mod-

els is to find correlation between the two modalities using

these duplet data points.

Joint Multimodal Variational Autoencoder: The JM-

VAE model [19] is one of the first model, that had used

VAEs for multimodal application. It consists of one joint

multimodal inference network qφ(z|x, y) and individual

unimodal inference networks qφ(z|x) and qφ(z|y) to handle

test scenarios where we want the model to do cross-modal

generation. To get the same latent representation in missing

modality situation as in when all modalities are present, for

each modality it contains additional KL-Divergence terms

in the training objective function.

LJMVAE-kl = LJMVAE-zero − α[D(qφ(z|x, y)||qφx
(z|x))+

D(qφ(z|x, y)||qφy
(z|y))]

(2)

where,

LJMVAE-zero = −D(qφ(z|x, y)||pθ(z))+

Eqφ(z|x,y)[logpθx
(x|z) + logpθy

(y|z)]
(3)

There are some drawbacks in this extension: first for each

modality there need to be a multiple inference networks

qφ(z|x2), qφ(z|x2, x3), qφ(z|x2, x3, x4) and so on to han-

dle cases when modality x1 is missing, and second it not ex-

plicitly clear as to how minimizing D(qφ(z|x, y)||qφx
(z|x))

is equivalent to minimizing D(qφx
(z|x)||pθx(z|x)).

VAEs with Product-of-experts: In order to solve

the problems in above JMVAE model, in [21] au-

thor explicitly minimizes D(qφx
(z|x)||pθx(z|x)) and

D(qφy
(z|y)||pθy (z|y)), thus proposing a new training

objective function (abbr. TELBO) consisting of three elbo

terms. Assuming that modalities factorizes over indi-

vidual attributes p(x|z) = Πkp(xk|z), they incorporated

Product-of-Experts model [4] in joint VAEs architecture

(eq.3) and thus have shown that more abstract results can

be generated.

Similar to JMVAE model [19], to handle missing modal-

ity scenarios, they also still need additional encoder net-

works for each modality qφx
(z|x) and qφy

(z|y), along with

the joint model qφ(z|x, y).

The objective function is expressed as a sum of three

ELBO terms,

LTriple ELBO = LJMVAE-zero − α[D(qφx
(z|x)||pθx(z|x))+

D(qφy
(z|y)||pθy (z|y))]

∝ LJMVAE-zero + L(φx, θx; x) + L(φy, θy; y)
(4)

In MVAE model [23], product-of-experts approach has been

extended to modalities instead on the attributes. The advan-

tage in doing this is that now they do not need large number

of side inference networks to handle missing modality sit-

uations. The entire network is trained end-to-end using a

single ELBO term that is build upon product-of-experts of

modalities.

LSingle ELBO = Eqφ(z|X)[
∑

xi∈X

λilogpθ(xi|z)−

βD(qφ(z|X)||pθ(z))]

(5)

where xi denote individual modalities, and X ⊆
{x1, x2, ..xN} is the subset of observed modalities.

But, as the author have mentioned, training using a prod-

uct of networks never train the individual inference net-

works (or small sub-networks). Therefore, they have used

a sub-sampling approach, where model is trained with each

combination of input modalities, resulting in a ELBO term

for each of these combination. The final ELBO term is

given by weighted combination of these individual ELBO

terms.

Unfortunately, due to difference in dimensionality of the

given input modalities, to keep a balance between these in-

dividual ELBO terms, the model require a separate weigh-

ing hyper-parameters for each of these individual ELBO

term, otherwise the overall loss will easily get biased to-

wards the modality with the highest dimension. And these

number of hyper-parameters needed, therefore, combinato-

rially increases with number of modalities.

However, the main advantage there model provides is

in terms of higher parameter-efficiency compared to the

retrofit models. But, using the PoE approach decrease the

learning ability of the model. Our proposed model, on the

other hand, provides almost same parameter-efficiency with

improved learning ability.

Bi-Variational Canonical Correlation Analysis:

In [22], author have suggested learning of independent

Variational Autoencoders for each modality with interact-

ing inference networks, such that each VAE network is able

to reconstruct all observed modalities taking only single

modality as input. Thus, the overall ELBO function is a

convex combination of two lower bounds,

L = µLqφ(z|x)(x, y) + (1− µ)Lqφ(z|y)(x, y) (6)

This approach, however, results in generating a mean

image for a given attribute vector, thus lacking the abil-

ity to produce any variations in the samples. This is be-

cause the VAE with the low-dimensional attribute vector
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Figure 2. An Encoder-Decoder networks for bimodal datasets. (a) Joint model: It requires access to both the modalities, therefore cannot

be used for cross-modal generation application. (b) Retrofitted model: It involves training additional encoder networks along side with

the Joint model, requiring them to be as similar as to the Joint model encoder network. (c) Product-of-experts model: The model

combines individual sub-inference networks using product-of-experts approach, and therefore do not require a joint model at the center.

(d)Bridged model (Proposed): The proposed model consists of a bridge encoder, which does all the cross-modal mapping. The model

consists of a single Joint model only, therefore do not train additional encoder networks like retrofit models does.

input has to map any given attribute vector to multiple dif-

ferent high-dimensional images, thus due to one-to-many

mapping this VAE instead learns to generate the mean value

for high-dimensional output modality for that particular at-

tribute vector.

We now present our multimodal VAE architecture. Con-

sider the joint model, in Fig 2(a), since it always has access

to both the modalities during training, therefore it is reason-

able to expect that representations learnt by it are optimum.

If for a moment we ignore the stochastic layer present at the

center of the model, the model consists of a set of determin-

istic encoder layers and decoder layers. The deterministic

encoder layers generates a high level feature representation

of the inputs, which are then combined (via concatenation)

and processed by additional non-linear layers to obtain the

parameters of the posterior distribution. The deterministic

decoder layers, on the other hand, takes a common sample

from posterior distribution and use it to predict the parame-

ters of the likelihood functions of both modalities.

The retrofitted models, in [21, 19], takes the parameters

of trained deterministic decoder layers of the joint model

and use them to train new set of encoders for cross-modal

generation. The main drawback of this approach is that we

throw away half the information learnt by joint model by

not using its encoders, while training completely new en-

coders. Another drawback is that these models needs to

train individual encoder blocks for every combination of

the given inputs, this is because at testing time any of the

input(s) can be unavailable and the task will be to recon-

struct all the modalities that are used during training. The

proposed model provides a solution to both these problems,

by inheriting decoders as well as the encoders both of the

joint model only. The model builds upon the architecture of

joint model only, of Fig 2(a), where the entire cross-modal

generation processing is done on high level feature repre-

sentations of the given modalities using a bridge network in

latent space.

3. The Proposed Model

3.1. Model Architecture And Training

In this section, we describe the various blocks and train-

ing procedure of the model. For convenience, let us use

following notations: Considering a bimodal dataset, let x

and y be the two input modalities available to us, Encx

and Ency denotes the encoder blocks for modalities x and

y respectively, zx and zy are the outputs of the two en-

coders blocks, EncBR is the central encoder block that takes

zx and zy as inputs and outputs the parameters µ and σ

of the posterior distribution (assumed diagonal Gaussian,

pθ(z|x, y) = N (z|µ, σ)). The detailed encoder architec-

ture is shown in Fig.3.

The Bridge encoder (EncBR) is indeed the main building

block in the proposed model. It consists of one fully con-

nected network (FCxy→ z) which takes zx and zy as input

and generates the parameters µ and σ of the posterior distri-

bution, in addition, it also contains a set of fully connected

networks, FCx→ y and FCy→ x, which take zx as input and

output zy and vice-versa. Apart from the bridge encoder we

have two encoder blocks (Encx and Ency), that generates
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Figure 3. Proposed Model: The proposed model consists of two

encoders (Image encoder (Encx) and Attribute encoder (Ency))

and two decoders (Image decoder (Decx) and Attribute decoder

(Decy)).The Bridge network consists of two fully-connected net-

works FCx→ y to predict zy given zx, and FCy→ x to predict zx

given zy.

high level feature representations of x and y. The decoder

blocks are mirror symmetric to the corresponding encoder

blocks, both blocks takes a common sample from posterior

distribution qφ(z|x, y) and map it to the likelihood func-

tions pθx(x|z) and pθy (y|z) of both modalities. The train-

ing of encoders (Encx, Ency), decoders and FCxy→ z layers,

is based on maximization of joint log-likelihood of both the

given modalities, and can be expressed as,

maximize
θ,φ

Eqφ(z|x,y)[logpθx
(x|z) + logpθy

(y|z)]

−D(qφ(z|x, y)||pθ(z))
(7)

where, φ jointly denote encoders and FCxy→ z parameters,

while θ = {θx, θy} denotes decoders parameters. The prior

is standard normal distribution, pθ(z) = N (z|0, I).
To train FCx→ y and FCy→ x layers we first freeze the

layers trained above. Later, the FCx→ y layers then takes

feature representation of input x (i.e., zx) and based on it

predict the feature representation of y (i.e., zy), conditioned

that these two representation combined together produces

posterior parameters µ and σ of a Gaussian distribution (us-

ing FCxy→ z), whose sample z can be mapped to the data

likelihood pθx(x|z) through the above trained decoder net-

work. Mathematically, it can be stated as,

maximize
FCx→ y

Eqφ(z|x)[logpθx
(x|z)]−D(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z))

(8)

where, input to FCxy→ z is [zx, FCx→ y(zx)].

Similarly, the training objective for FCy→ x layers is ex-

pressed as,

maximize
FCy → x

Eqφ(z|y)[logpθy
(y|z)]−D(qφ(z|y)||pθ(z))

(9)

where, input to FCxy→ z is [FCy→ x(zy),zy].

Note that, for n number of given modalities the retrofit

models will require
∑n

i=1
nCi networks, while the pro-

posed model will only need 2∗nC2 networks, which is very

useful when we have large number of modalities and limited

computing power. A quantitative comparison on number

of trainable parameters needed is given in the experimental

section.

4. Experimental Results

Since, it can be difficult to evaluate the performance of

generative models, a model performing well on one met-

ric can perform equally worse on another [20, 24]. There-

fore, in this section, we will be comparing the proposed

model against state-of-the-approaches based on the multi-

ple criterions as follows: (i) Cross-modal generation, (ii)

Log-likelihood values and Overfitting, (iii) Image recogni-

tion and (iv) Parameter efficiency.

We will be using CelebA [10] and MNIST datasets. For

CelebA dataset, similar to [21, 14], we only considered 18
visually distinctive attributes. For all datasets we choose

batch size = 128, learning rate = 10−4 using Adam

optimizer [7]. For CelebA max epcohs = 100, and for

MNIST max epcohs = 500. We used Batch Normal-

ization [5] and along with LeakyRelu non-linearity during

training. The latent space is chosen as 128 dimensional.

For CelebA dataset, we used discretized logistic distribu-

tion of images [8] as pθx
(x|z) and Bernoulli distribution as

pθy
(y|z). And for MNIST dataset, we used Bernoulli distri-

bution as pθx
(x|z) and Categorical distribution as pθy

(y|z).

4.1. Crossmodal generation

Since, our main objective is joint modelling of multiple

modalities, therefore in this section we compare the per-

formance of different multimodal models based on cross-

modal generation, where for a given value of particular

modality we measure how accurate the cross-modal gener-

ated results are, and whether they contain enough variations

due to stochastic modelling. As pointed out in [21], there is

a implicit trade-off between accuracy and variations, there-

fore it is important that a model should perform well in both

of these measures.

For CelebA and MNIST datasets, we show these vari-

ations in Fig. 4 and 5 respectively. We can clearly ob-

serve that the results generated using proposed model are

perfectly accurate and, comparatively, exhibits much more

variations both in terms of foreground and background. The

TELBO model, though it accurately generates the results,

but lacks in the variations compared to the proposed model.

The JMVAE model performs even worse in both variations

and accuracy. As expected, the BiVCCA model results in

generating a mean image only thus lacking the ability to

model any variations.

4.2. LogLikelihood comparison and Overfitting

In this section, we compare these models based on the

train and test set marginal log-likelihood values calculated
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Figure 4. CelebA dataset: Images generated by different models

for attributes: (a) {Female, HeavyMakeUp, Smiling, Wavyhair}
and (b) {Male, Smiling, Eyeglasses}. Best viewed in color.

Figure 5. MNIST dataset: Images generated for label value of 2

and 4 by the different models.

for image modality (x). The likelihood values are esti-

mated using the Importance Sampling with 5,000 sample

points [1]. Since, modality y is quite a low-dimensional

vector, therefore, likelihood values for it are not suited to

give useful information.

In the multimodal scenario, to compute likelihood there

arise two cases, that is, when we use both x and y modali-

ties and thus sample from posterior distribution qφ(z|x, y),
and second when we only use x modality to sample from

qφ(z|x). The calculated values for both the cases are shown

in Table 1 and 3. As expected, the joint model gives higher

log-likelihood values than the vanilla VAE model which

only takes image modality as input, proving the fact that

the multimodal models captures the underlying data distri-

bution better than the unimodal models.

Table 1. Test marginal log-likelihood values for MNIST dataset.

Model qφ(z|x, y) qφ(z|x) Difference

VAE — -100.89

Joint Model -98.93 —

JMVAE -102.16 -103.45 1.29

TELBO -98.40 -99.64 1.24

MVAE -96.82 -100.52 3.7

Our Model -98.55 -98.76 0.21

Table 2. Train marginal log-likelihood value for MNIST dataset.

Model qφ(z|x, y) qφ(z|x) Difference

Our Model -98.59 -98.77 0.18

Table 3. Test marginal log-likelihood values for CelebA dataset.

Model qφ(z|x, y) qφ(z|x) Difference

VAE — -53425.07

Joint Model -53283.15 —

JMVAE -54333.20 -54853.05 519.85

TELBO -53293.64 -53601.94 308.3

MVAE -53017.65 -53743.72 726.07

Our Model -52170.34 -52369.66 199.32

As our objective is cross-modal generation, therefore

there are two main points we should focus on: (i) Mag-

nitude of log-likelihood values when we only have image

modality as input i.e. qφ(z|x), and (ii) difference between

the log-likelihoods found using both modalities as input and

other using only image modality as input. This difference

basically signifies how better unimodal encoders are able

to learn from the joint model, acting as a quantitative mea-

sure of transfer-learning. The proposed model and TELBO

model give almost similar results as joint model when these

models are given both modalities. The JMVAE model per-

forms worse compared to the two models.

However, an important observation here is that the pro-

posed model performs equally well even when it is fed with

only image modality. On the other hand, the performance of

TELBO and JMVAE models reduces under single modality
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Table 4. Number of training parameters and test marginal negative log-likelihoods for trimodal dataset.

Model Fashion MNIST MNIST Number of Model Parameters

qφ(z|x, y, w) qφ(z|x) qφ(z|x, y, w) qφ(z|y) bimodal trimodal

JMVAE -253.71 -249.74 -107.17 -105.83 60794122 226958346

TELBO -256.23 -263.48 -107.17 -106.26 60794122 226958346

MVAE -537.71 -531.31 -527.23 -517.49 31484362 61550346

Our model -257.28 -249.35 -105.74 -102.57 36697290 72141450

input scenario. This verifies our statement, that in multi-

modal networks rather than learning a new set of encoders

it would be better if we can have same encoders for both

scenarios. This is the case when all modalities are available

to us on training and some modalities are missing during

test. The MVAE model gives the least likelihood values

for unimodal cases. The difference between the two like-

lihood values is also comparatively large, implying the fact

that the product-of-expert approach does train the individual

sub-networks well (as authors have also observed in their

experiments).

In Table 2, we show the train set log-likelihood values

for the proposed model for MNIST dataset. Comparing the

test and train log-likelihood values in Table1 and 3 shows

that the proposed model haven’t overfitted to the training

data.

4.3. Image recognition application

Since, we are modelling images along with the attribute

vector, therefore we can use the trained models for image

recognition purposes. The Celeb dataset can be used for this

task where model only looks at the image and predicts the

corresponding attributes of the image. In table 5, we show

the performance of various models in terms of classification

accuracy on 2000 test images. We can see that for most of

the attributes our model gives best result (11 out of 18 total

attributes), only for few cases it gives slightly lesser result

(but in those cases also the margin between our model and

model performing best is very less). The possible reason

for this improved performance is may be due to retaining

the weights of the joint model to initialize bottom layers of

the unimodal encoders.

4.4. Performance on Trimodal dataset and Number
of training parameters

One of the main advantage of the proposed bridged

model, in comparison to the retrofit models, is in terms of

the number of training parameters. To show the parameter

efficiency of the model, as well as, to illustrate that the pro-

posed model allows extension to datasets having more than

two modalities, we show the log-likelihood of the models

on an artificially generated trimodal dataset. This trimodal

dataset is constructed by combining together the Fashion

Table 5. Image to Attributes: Number of errors (out of 2000 test

images). Smaller is better.

Attribute Our

model

TELBO JMVAE MVAE

Bald 43 51 42 50

Bangs 134 192 179 310

Black Hair 226 369 246 506

Blond Hair 113 159 107 289

Brown Hair 286 365 352 388

Bushy Eyebrows 189 256 222 282

Eye glasses 59 84 56 130

Gray Hair 53 78 50 80

Heavy Makeup 230 337 242 320

Male 88 253 98 177

Mouth Slightly Open 296 463 268 567

Mustache 82 82 79 97

Pale Skin 74 84 81 90

Receding Hairline 142 162 181 156

Smiling 193 316 222 470

Straight Hair 427 479 448 415

Wavy Hair 466 518 489 603

Wearing Hat 30 55 54 92

MNIST [25] and MNIST datasets based on the tag value.

Using the tag value as a bridge allows a artificial sync to

occur between the images of the two datasets. From Ta-

ble 4, we can see that in bridged model, we require far lesser

number of learnable parameters while achieving better log-

likelihood than retrofit models in most cases.

Among all the models, the MVAE model require the least

number of parameters, but as we can notice the product-of-

expert training approach severely deteriorates the learning

capability of individual encoders as we increase the number

of modalities from two to three (comparing table1 and ta-

ble4). Our model, on the other hand, require almost same

number of training parameters, while achieving much better

likelihood values than the MVAE model.

Examples on this cross-modal generation for trimodal

dataset are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. In fig 6, we show the

results when models are fed with only the MNIST images,

shown in first row, while the second and third rows are the

output of the two decoders. Similarly, in fig 7, the models
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Figure 6. MNSIT to Fashion-MNIST: The top row shows the input to the various models, i.e, the images from MNIST dataset, while the

output of decoder1 and decoder2 are shown in row2 and row3 respectively.

Figure 7. Fashion-MNIST to MNSIT: In this case, only Fashion-MNIST images (shown in top row) are given to the models, the output of

the two decoders are shown in row2 and row3 respectively.

are fed with only the Fashion-MNIST images shown in top

row of the figure.

In both cases, both TELBO and proposed model can gen-

erate the missing modaliteis correctly, while the JMVAE

model tend to make mistake very often. As we have found,

MVAE model, on the other hand, completely fails to learn

the correct data distribution for the present trimodal sce-

nario. This is mainly due to product-of-expert approach

used for training, because of which model could not learn

correct correlation between different modalities, and there-

fore collapses to producing average result (producing same

cross-modal output irrespective of input), as shown in last

row of column three.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a bridged variational

autoencoder for learning the joint distribution of images

and attributes. By incorporating hallucination loss in latent

space we have proposed a parameter-efficient network for

multimodal datasets, that outperforms state-of-the-art mod-

els both quantitatively in terms of log-likelihood values, as

well as, qualitatively based of quality of generated images.

Furthermore, the results on application of various models

for image recognition task have been reported, for which

also our model outperforms the state-of-the-art models by a

large margin.
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